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Western Theological Seminary takes the health and safety of its students and
employees very seriously. With the spread of COVID-19, we are committed to reducing
the risk of exposure to COVID-19 at work and in the classroom, and to promoting a
healthy and safe environment for all members of our community while we prepare men
and women called by God to lead the church in mission.

All of the information provided in this plan reflects actions required by the Michigan
Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS) and the Michigan Occupational
Safety and health Administration (MIOSHA).

In addition to closely following the guidelines and procedures specified in this Plan, all
employees and students must wear a mask or face covering, practice distancing, wash
hands well and frequently, limit social engagements, and minimize travel.

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDELINES

EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS
○ may access the building through one of three entrances. Students are

encouraged to use the entrance which provides the most direct access to
their classes:

■ Main entrance on 13th Street  (Entrance A)
■ East classroom entrance on 13th Street (Entrance B)
■ DeWitt Theological Center entrance off the west parking lot by

Mulder Chapel (Entrance C)
○ must wear a mask and maintain 6ft. distance from others
○ must use the Sign In App to sign in upon entry and sign out upon exit each

day they are on campus.  The app may be accessed at the iPad kiosk
located at each entrance, or downloaded to a mobile device. You do not
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need to sign out if you leave the building for lunch or a study break but
plan to return that day.

○ must monitor their health for COVID symptoms, including taking their
temperature regularly, and respond to the screening questions during the
daily sign in process

○ must wash hands and use hand sanitizer regularly
○ who are sick (with symptoms of any illness) are required to stay home

and not report to work or school.

For further information, please continue reading this Care for Community Health and
Safety Plan or visit westernsem.edu/coronavirus-covid-19-updates

COVID TESTING

THROUGHOUT THE SPRING SEMESTER
Employees and students must monitor their own health and take responsibility for being
tested for COVID if needed.  The cost of a prescribed or symptomatic test should be
covered by medical insurance or through the CARES Act.

Information about testing centers located in Ottawa County is available here.

Please direct any questions about testing to Rayetta Perez.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY

CONTINUE TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO YOUR HEALTH CONDITION
These general expectations remain in effect for the spring semester:

● If you are sick with COVID symptoms, please work or study remotely.  Consult
with your physician and complete a COVID test if it is prescribed.  You may enter
the seminary after you have completed the specified isolation period.

● If you have been exposed to a positive case of COVID, please study or work
remotely.  Consult with your physician and complete a COVID test if it is
prescribed.  You may enter the seminary after you have completed the specified
quarantine period.

● If you are sick with non-COVID symptoms, please study or work remotely.  You
may enter the seminary after you have recovered and are symptom free.
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COVID-19 SYMPTOMS
People with COVID-19 have had a wide range of symptoms reported – ranging from
mild symptoms to severe illness. Symptoms may appear 2-14 days after exposure to
the virus. People with these symptoms may have COVID-19:

● Fever or chills
● Cough
● Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
● Fatigue
● Muscle or body aches
● Headache
● New loss of taste or smell
● Sore throat
● Congestion or runny nose
● Nausea or vomiting
● Diarrhea

COVID-19 EXPOSURE PLAN
The health of you and your family is the seminary’s primary concern. If you, a family
member, or roommate becomes sick with COVID-19 symptoms, please take appropriate
actions to recover and assist your family member or roommate to recover.

If you are sick with COVID-19 symptoms, you are required to stay home until advised by
your physician to return to campus.

If a member of your immediate family or roommate appears to have COVID-19
symptoms, please stay home and work or study remotely until the diagnosis is
confirmed.

In the case that an employee or student receives a positive diagnosis of COVID-19, all
responses to that individual will demonstrate the care and support of the seminary
community.

● If you are diagnosed with COVID-19 (if you test positive), please contact Rayetta
Perez, Director of Administration and Human Resources.
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● If you must quarantine because you are a contact of someone diagnosed with
COVID-19, please contact Rayetta Perez, Director of Administration and Human
Resources.

● All positive diagnoses will be reported to the Ottawa County Department of Public
Health (OCDPH). OCDPH will advise the seminary’s response and care for the
individual.

● The seminary will communicate the appropriate level of information to both
protect the privacy of the infected individual and to protect the health of those
who may have been exposed.

● Accommodations for missed work or class time will be made to the fullest extent
possible.

Isolation and Quarantine
In the case of a positive diagnosis, individuals may be required to isolate or quarantine
for a period of time during their recovery.  “Isolation” refers to infected individuals while
“quarantine” refers to contacts of infected individuals.

The response to each situation will be determined on a case-by-case basis, since there
are often numerous variables to evaluate. OCDPH will be in contact with WTS when
they become aware of a case involving Western Theological Seminary and will work
side-by-side with the appropriate WTS staff.

Current guidance from the Ottawa County Health Department is available here.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND COMMUNITY CARE
Students, employees, and visitors must wear a cloth mask upon entry to the seminary
building and in all shared spaces, including in-person meetings, restrooms, copy rooms,
the Atrium, kitchens, classrooms, etc. You may remove your mask when you are
working alone in your private office or work area. If you work in an open office with a
plexiglass divider, you may remove your mask when you are working behind the
plexiglass. If you remove your mask to eat or drink in a shared space, you must ensure
6ft. distance from others during the time that you have removed your mask.

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recommends that you:
● Wash your hands before putting on your face covering
● Put it over your nose and mouth and secure it under your chin
● Try to fit it snugly against the sides of your face
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● Make sure you can breathe easily

Cloth masks should be routinely washed depending on the frequency of use, especially
if your mask is visibly soiled, or you’ve coughed and sneezed into it. The CDC
recommends that you:

● Include your face covering with your regular laundry in a washing machine.
● Use regular laundry detergent and the warmest appropriate water setting for the

cloth used to make the face covering.
● Use the highest heat setting and leave in the dryer until completely dry.

Mask FAQs:
1. Do I have to wear a mask when I am in a meeting with others?

Yes, you must wear a mask when you are meeting with others inside the building.
If you are meeting outside and can maintain 6ft. distance from one another, you
may remove your mask.

2. Will faculty be required to wear a mask while teaching in a classroom?
If plexiglass is installed in a classroom to provide a barrier between the instructor
and the students, faculty will not need to wear a mask if they are speaking behind
the plexiglass. If an instructor moves from behind the plexiglass shield or is
seated with students, the instructor must wear a transparent face mask (a cloth
face mask with a transparent window/insert to allow the mouth to be visible)
which will be provided by the seminary.

3. Will the seminary provide masks?
Yes, the seminary will provide one reusable cloth mask to each employee and
student. Disposable masks will also be available.

4. If I see someone without a mask or not social distancing, what should I do?
All faculty, staff, and students are responsible for their actions to keep our
community healthy and safe. Please hold each other accountable for acting
responsibly, including wearing a mask, social distancing, and cleaning areas after
use. If you are unable or unwilling to confront someone, please report your
concern to your manager, or to Rayetta Perez, Director of Administration and
Human Resources.

Employees will be supplied with sanitizing wipes/spray bottles to facilitate the cleaning
of touch points in their respective offices during the day. Cleaning stations are available
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throughout the building, and cleaning supplies are provided in all office suites and
classrooms.

Hand sanitizer refills are available through David Becker, Superintendent of Building
and Grounds.

BUILDING INFORMATION

BUILDING ACCESS
The seminary, including Cook Library, is open to current faculty, staff, and students,
delivery persons as needed to complete deliveries, and contractors and visitors with
appointments to conduct seminary business.

The seminary, including Cook Library, is not open to the public until further notice. Public
access will be evaluated based on information from the State of Michigan regarding the
status of the pandemic.

All persons in the building must wear a mask in shared spaces & classrooms, sign in
and out upon entry & exit, and follow all health and safety requirements.

Community Kitchen patrons will use the designated door to the 13th Street entrance to
the Commons.

BUILDING HOURS
The seminary building will be open:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Friday 8:00am - 4:30pm

Cook Library will be open:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am - 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am - 4:30pm

Closed Saturdays and Sundays.

Building FAQs:
1. May I sit in the atrium or other shared spaces and talk with others?

Yes, you may use the atrium as long as you wear a mask and ensure 6 ft.
distance between yourself and others in that space.
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2. What is the seminary doing to clean the building?
The seminary has implemented thorough cleaning
and disinfecting practices to meet CDC guidelines. The building will be cleaned
thoroughly each evening, and throughout the day as needed. Classrooms will be
cleaned between classes. All meeting rooms must be cleaned by the meeting
host after use. For your convenience, cleaning products and hand sanitizer are
also available in offices and common spaces throughout the building.

3. Will the seminary clean the surfaces of exterior benches, handrails, or play
equipment?
No.  Please use and touch those surfaces at your own risk.

4. What has the seminary done to improve air circulation and ventilation in the
building?
David Becker, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, maintains the
ventilation systems on a regular basis.  In response to the pandemic, the level of
outside air pulled into the building has been increased. In addition, the air flow
speed has been increased so that the air is replaced more often and moves
through the ventilation system more quickly.

5. May I use the drinking fountains in the building?
Yes, you may use the drinking fountains at your own risk. Push buttons will be
cleaned each evening but not during the day. The drinking fountain near the
interior entrance to Cook Library provides a touchless bottle filler.

ACADEMICS

Classroom Configuration & Scheduling:
Plexiglass shields for the instructors have been installed in classrooms where
face-to-face instruction is taking place.

Students are required to wear masks at all times in the classrooms. The instructor must
wear a transparent face mask (a cloth face mask with a transparent window/insert to
allow the mouth to be visible) whenever they are not behind the plexiglass.

Seating charts will be created for each class, and attendance taken, to allow for
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contact tracing when needed.

Classes are being scheduled with enough time between classes for cleaning of the
rooms/desks. Each classroom space will be sanitized before a class is held in that room
and then again after class is finished before the next class begins.

In-Residence Course Offerings: In compliance with the State of Michigan guidelines,
we are able to offer classes in a face-to-face format for those who choose to be
residential students. This also ensures that international students who study on campus
are in compliance with federal requirements.

All core courses are offered in distance-learning and in-residence formats. For the
spring semester, all in-residence courses (whether core or elective) will also be taught
synchronously, enabling IR students to participate in IR courses either in person or via
Zoom. This will allow IR students to attend class together during the scheduled class
time, whether online or face-to-face.

Accommodations will be provided for any residential students wishing to participate in
an in-residence course through Zoom rather than in person, either on a short-term or
long-term basis. If requesting a long-term arrangement, students need to contact their
professor before the class begins for the semester. If requesting a short-term
arrangement (either for a particular class period or a limited period of time within the
semester), students need to contact their class prior to the class session(s) they will
attend online.

Please note that our expectation is that students will attend every class session either in
person or by Zoom. The seminary’s usual class attendance policy continues to be in
place.

Cook Library: Students and employees may request materials from the Cook Library
staff for contactless pickup. The lower floor of Cook Library (the stacks) will remain
closed to students, but the conference room in the lower level, and first and second floor
rooms and study spaces will be available for use by reservation. Please wear a mask,
maintain a 6ft distance from others, and wipe down any spaces you have used before
exiting the library.

Study Spaces: Students may reserve a space to study (for example, a table in the
Atrium or in Cook Library) by requesting a reservation placard from the reception desk
or circulation desk.
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TRAVEL

If you plan to travel in the coming months, please review and follow these current
guidelines, which will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to reflect updates from the CDC
and the State of Michigan.

Business Travel: All non-essential seminary sponsored travel is suspended until further
notice. Essential travel is defined as travel that is necessary to maintain seminary
operations, can only be completed by the traveler’s physical presence, and does not
expose the traveler to unacceptable health hazards. All essential travel must receive
prior approval from a manager or VP.

WTS community members who travel for business or personal reasons are asked to
use caution and follow these guidelines.

Travel is
● spending time outside of Michigan and using public transportation (plane, bus,

train, subway) to get to/from your destination or while you are at your destination.
● using your personal vehicle to travel and attend a gathering (family reunion,

wedding, concert, performance, festival, conference, crowded beach, etc.) The
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) continues to recommend that large
gatherings be avoided, particularly those in which physical (social) distancing
cannot be maintained between people who live in different households. CDC also
has resources for those attending large events and visiting with family and
friends.

If you are fully vaccinated before you travel
If you travel in the United States, you do not need to get tested before or after travel OR
self-quarantine after travel, as long as you continue to take COVID-19 precautions while
traveling – wearing a mask, avoiding crowds, maintaining physical distance, and
washing hands frequently.  Complete interim guidance is available here.

You are considered fully vaccinated two weeks after receiving the last recommended
dose of vaccine. You should keep following all preventive guidelines until you are fully
vaccinated.

If you are not fully vaccinated, please review and follow these current guidelines:
● Get tested with a viral test 1-3 days before you travel. Keep a copy of your test

results with you during travel in case you are asked for them.
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● Do NOT travel if you have tested positive for COVID-19, were exposed to
COVID-19, or if you are sick.

● While you are away, maintain distance from others where possible, wash your
hands frequently, and wear a mask indoors, when using public transportation,
and in crowded outdoor spaces.

When you return, review your travel conditions
If you answer “yes” to one or more questions, you may have risked COVID exposure
during your trip.  Please follow the CDC recommendations below before you return to
campus. Thank you for considering the health and safety of your seminary colleagues.

● Did you use public transportation (plane, train, bus, boat) or spend time in a
public facility (airport, train station, bus station, stadium, concert hall)?

● Are you experiencing cold, flu, or COVID-19 symptoms?
● Did you travel to a location where the COVID transmission rate is high?
● Did you attend large gatherings where COVID prevention guidelines were not

required?
● Were you exposed to any high-risk communities?
● Were you unable to follow COVID prevention guidelines during your travel?

Post-travel CDC recommendations - before you return to campus:
● Please complete a viral COVID-19 test 3-5 days after travel AND work or study

remotely for a full 7 days after travel.
o   Even if your test is negative, stay home and work or study remotely for the

full 7 days.
o   If your test is positive, isolate yourself to protect others from getting infected.

● If you don’t get tested, stay home and work or study remotely for 10 days after
travel.

● Self-monitor for COVID-19 symptoms; isolate and get tested if you develop
symptoms.

● Avoid being around people who are at increased risk for severe illness for 14
days, whether you get tested or not.

COMMUNITY LIFE

Pastoral Care for Students: The Academic and Student Life Office is available to meet
with students via phone call, video, or text to discuss mental health, vocational
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discernment, and general formational concerns. Please email Pam Bush with any
pastoral care concerns.

Chapel & Community Time: Opportunities for community worship will be
communicated. It is likely that chapel will take place two times a week, with one service
a week being available synchronously online.

Opportunities for making introductions and sharing announcements and prayer
concerns will also be communicated.

Food and Beverages: Employee and student meetings should be held virtually
whenever possible until further notice. In limited circumstances when a meal or snack
would naturally be provided due to the length or structure of the in-person class or
meeting, a member of the Leadership Team should approve any food or beverage
service. If approved, these guidelines must be followed:

Food and Beverages
● must be prepared and pre-packaged by a licensed caterer or restaurant meal

supplier in individual portions
● should be delivered to the seminary whenever possible to limit employee

exposure to a catering or restaurant location
● should be handed to guests to prevent guests from touching more than one

container
● should be eaten outside if possible.
● if consumed inside, the setting must allow for appropriate distancing for mask

removal
● may not be served buffet style

*NOTE: Please give first consideration to ordering meals through Hope
College/Creative Dining Services to support our Hope colleagues.

Employees may eat and drink on campus, preferably in their office or at their desk.
Students are encouraged to eat and drink in their private residence if possible. If you
remove your mask to eat or drink in a shared space, you must ensure 6ft. distance from
others during the time that you have removed your mask.

Kitchen sinks, refrigerators, and microwaves may be used.  After use, you are required
to clean all surfaces touched during use. Kitchen users must ensure that 6ft. distance is
maintained from other users at all times.
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Refrigerators should be reserved for day-use only. You may not store beverages, salad
dressings, food, etc. for long-term use.

Disposable dishes and silverware are provided in each kitchen, and must be discarded
after use in the designated receptacle. Dishwashers may not be used.

MEETINGS & ROOM RESERVATIONS

All meetings must be held virtually until further notice.

Through April 11, seminary-sponsored events or gatherings will be restricted to
members of the West Michigan seminary community. The purpose of the restriction is
to reduce potential COVID exposure by limiting the on-campus presence of individuals
who would have to travel from outside of Michigan to attend a seminary-sponsored
event or gathering. The COVID Task Force will continue to monitor the status of the
pandemic and update this recommendation in the coming months.

As a school and employer, WTS may hold or sponsor indoor or outdoor gatherings for
school, worship, and employment purposes.  Examples include orientation, chapel,
classes, meetings, and Student Council meetings and gatherings.

All seminary-sponsored gatherings must follow these guidelines from MDHHS:

● All participants must wear masks and maintain or exceed 6ft. distance from
others.

● The size limit for all gatherings will reflect the ability for the space to maintain
6ft. distance between participants.

All non-seminary sponsored gatherings should also follow these guidelines (for
example, an informal student picnic in the Red Bricks common area).

All gathering spaces on the seminary grounds must be reserved for use with Cherri
Westhouse, Administrative Assistant and Event Coordinator.

Room Bookings and Technology
When booking a room request, please communicate what technology you plan to use
and if you need technological assistance. Cherri will add the information to the
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Technology Reservations Calendar which is monitored by Relevant and EDTech so you
will have the equipment and/or service you need. You will also be able to communicate
this information on the facility usage form.

Video Conferencing
Google Meet: Please see this document for help with setting up Google Meet
meetings. If your group is smaller, Google Meet works well. You can adjust how
the video participants windows show up on your screen, but there are only so
many options.

Zoom: For larger groups, it is critical that you contact Carol Ann Bailey when you
want to use Zoom for a class or meeting. When you communicate your
reservation via email, give the name of your call, the date, the length of the call,
and if you need the call recorded or not.

After the call is set up, Carol Ann will send you an invitation that can be made
available to those participating in the call. The person in charge of the call (the
person who made the reservation) will be informed which of WTS’s Zoom
accounts the meeting was created (Theresa’s, Carol Ann’s, or Beth’s) along with
the correct login information. It is the responsibility of the person in charge of the
call to start the meeting on the day of the call.

If you are scheduling a Zoom meeting for a course in Canvas, add the
information within your modules in Canvas before you request the Zoom
meeting. When the Zoom invitation is created, Carol Ann will post the invitation
right within your Canvas course.

Below are the directions To START your Zoom meetings so you are the host of
the meeting:

● Go to zoom.us
● Select “Sign In” in the upper right-hand corner.
● Log into the account with the information Carol Ann sent you.
● Find your meeting under the Meetings tab and select “Start”.
● You will be able to test your speakers, microphone, and video options.

Note to Faculty: If you plan to use Zoom or FaceTime in your class, please
communicate this with Carol Ann or Kathy directly so they can create the best
experience possible for your Zoom call.
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FOR EMPLOYEES

Working on Campus
Employees must complete their work remotely if feasible. Leadership Team members
will determine if it is feasible for their staff to work remotely or if staff must work on
campus. If an employee is uncomfortable working on campus, they should talk with their
manager to develop an agreeable arrangement for remote work.

The seminary has taken a number of steps to prepare for employees returning to work
on-campus.  Information is provided in the COVID-19 Preparedness Plan, the WTS
Employee COVID19 agreement, and this video.

Request for Accommodation
Please complete a WTS Accommodation Request Form (also available in Paycor) if
your ability to return to work on campus or fulfill your role remotely during the COVID-19
pandemic is limited due to your health or the health or support needs of your family. The
Form is intended to be used for cases other than a specific COVID-19 positive
diagnosis, which will be accommodated following the COVID-19 Exposure Plan
described above.

Insurance Coverage
Employees enrolled in the seminary’s Blue Care Network (BCN) medical insurance plan
will find updated information about coverage for medical and mental health care during
the COVID-19 pandemic here.

Cross-training
Wherever possible, staff members should update their procedure manuals and
cross-train others for key tasks so that back-up systems are in place in the event that an
employee is not able to work in the seminary building and/or must work remotely for a
period of time.

Communication
If a faculty or staff member’s ability to function in their job changes as a result of
COVID-19, we will communicate the necessary information to faculty, staff and students
regarding alternate plans and coverage so that work and learning can continue. This will
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be done in coordination with the employee, supervisor, Academic Office, and the
Director of Administration and Human Resources.

CONCLUSION

The health of the WTS community depends on an active commitment from every
student and employee. If you have questions, please contact a member of the COVID
Task Force.

Thank you in advance for doing your part!

COVID TASK FORCE MEMBERS
Rayetta Perez (chair), Director of Administration and Human Resources
David Becker, Superintendent of Building and Grounds
John Brogan, Associate Academic Dean
Jill English, Director of Admissions
Jackson Nickolay, Student Council Representative
Megan Rice, Communications Specialist
Beth Smith, Associate Registrar and Administrative Assistant for Student Services
Cherri Westhouse, Administrative Assistant and Event Coordinator
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